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Abstract— A novel action-selection-mechanism is proposed to
deal with sequential behaviors, where associations between some
of stimulus and behaviors will be learned by a shortest-pathfinding-based reinforcement learning technique. To be specific,
we define behavioral motivation as a primitive node for action
selection, and then sequentially construct a network with behavioral motivations. The vertical path of the network represents a
behavioral sequence. Here, such a tree for our proposed ASM can
be newly generated and/or updated, whenever a new sequential
behaviors is learned.
To show the validity of our proposed ASM, some experimental
results on a “pushing-box-into-a-goal(PBIG) task” of a mobile
robot will be illustrated.

I. I NTRODUCTION
An animat - either a stimulated animal or an animal-like
robot - must select an action that is appropriate to the situation
in which the animat lives and learns how to survive. Thus, an
animat with sensors and actuators is usually equipped with a
action selection mechanism (ASM) that relates its perception
to its actions and make it possible to adapt its environment [1]
[2].
One of the fundamental problems is to decide what to
do next [3]. This problem is denoted as the action selection
problem (ASP). In the ethological view, the ASP is the
problem for an animal to design how to select its action so as to
maximize its future expected genetic fitness [4]. But the ASP
has proven to be a hard nut to crack due to (a) incomplete
knowledge, (b) unpredictable environment and surrounding,
(c) imperfect sensor and actuator, (d) limited resource [5].
The architecture of earlier systems, which were based on
traditional AI planning methods, consisted of a sense-planact sequential cycle and the interaction between the sensing,
planning, and action components. But traditional AI planning
methods have some limitations, because They assume accurate
knowledge of the world state provided by system sensors. This
assumption is not valid due to a number of factors, such as
changing world state, limited processing resources, and noisy,
unreliable sensory information [5].
To overcome weakness of traditional AI approaches, a
new reactive approach, called as “behavior-based AI”, has
0-7803-8232-3/04/$17.00 ©2004 IEEE

emerged. Brooks [6] has suggested a new architecture being
called “subsumption architecture”, which are composed of
competence modules with fixed priorities. This approach gives
us an advantage, such as to fulfill a set of goals in a complex
environment. To make an animat more life-like than subsumption approach, several researchers have proposed ethologically
inspired model of action selection [5] [7]–[10]. Those models
have showed good performances to imitate behavior of real
life, since action selection in those models has been done based
on competence modules with changing priorities. But most of
those works generally involved ‘fixed’ pre-designed stimulusresponse behavior systems and did not incorporate learning.
Thus, they may not be appropriate in dynamic environments.
Recently, several researchers has suggested ethologically inspired models of action selection that incorporate learning
[11]–[13]. But much works remain to be done to cope with
several shortcomings such as the lack of goal-handling ability
and lack of learning sequential behaviors.
In this paper, we suggest a novel architecture that allows
learning to be combined with action selection, based on ideas
from ethology. Furthermore, we improve current ethologybased architectures to deal with sequential behaviors. Most of
typical tree structures organize actions in a hierarchy that range
from high-level “nodes” or activities via mid-level composite
action to detailed primitive nodes. Thus, only the primitive
actions are actually executable. Our proposed ASM, however,
can select the most appropriate motivation in a given situation.
And, our ASM can let a proper action be executed in every
node within that motivation. As a result, Our ASM can choose
correct sequential behaviors to satisfy a motivation and thus
enables the system to learn necessary sequential behaviors.
II. ACTION S ELECTION M ECHANISM
ASMs can be generally classified as arbitration or command
fusion architectures [15].
Arbitration mechanisms select one behavior, from a group
of competence modules. Arbitration mechanisms for action
selection can be divided into : fixed priority-based, winnertake-all, state-based. In fixed priority-based mechanisms, an
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action is selected based on a priori assigned priorities [15].
The subsumption architecture proposed by Brooks [6] is
typical fixed priority-based mechanism. This architecture consists of a series of behaviors, which constitute a network
of hardwire finite state machines. Action selection consists
of higher-level behavior overriding the output of lower-level
behavior. Thus, each competence module of a level can be
considered as having a priority, and high priority module
suppresses low priority module. The control system is hardwired directly in the structure of the behaviors and their interconnections, and can thus not be altered without redesigning
the system. This type of architecture can be called as fixed
priority-based arbitration architecture.
The other type of arbitration architecture is winner-takeall architecture, which is more flexible than subsumption
architecture. Maes [9] and Blumberg [11] suggested this type
of architecture. In this mechanism, action selection results
from the interaction of a set of distributed behaviors that
compete until one behavior wins others. Each competence
module is considered to have priority varying under its own
external and internal influences. Because these mechanisms are
more flexible than fixed priority-based architecture, learning
process can be easily incorporated.
Blumberg [11] suggested an architecture that allows learning to be combined with action selection, based on ideas from
ethology. But, their work mainly focused on “do the right thing
in a given situation”. Therefore their structure only selects
a single behavior to satisfy its need, and learns simple SR associations. Note that behaviors to achieve a mission are
consisted of a series of behaviors. Selecting a single behavior
in a given situation is not enough to accomplish a mission.
Contrary to Bulmberg’s model, our proposed ASM can
decide both “what to do next?” and “how that work can be
achieved?”. For this, a motivation that denotes a mission or
goal competes with other motivations on the basis of internal
needs and external stimuli. Next, a specific behavior to satisfy
winner-motivation will be selected.
Our proposed ASM is a hierarchical organization of primitive modules named as Behavioral Motivation (BM) having
their own stimuli(sensors) and behavior. To be more specific, we divide BMs into two types. Fist type is the Static
BM(SBM) that denotes a motivation or mission. The connections among SBMs are fixed and cannot be changed until it
is redesigned. Second type of BM is Dynamic BM(DBM),
which can generate and learn sequential behaviors to satisfy
the motivation.
Fig. 1 illustrates block-diagram of our ASM. In Fig. 1,
Perception Filter(PF) system is a group of PF that filters
external world information, and Internal State(IS) system is
a group of internal influences such as drives. Fixed Action
Pattern(FAP) is a series of actions to be also termed as
behavior. FAP system is a group of FAPs. Thus, BM has a
link among PF, IS, and FAP. Finally, Learning system stores
the information of past stimulus-action pairs, and it computes
values of taking the action in the situation. Learning system
enables the animat to learn new sequential behaviors, and to

Fig. 1.

Overall ASM architecture

add these sequential behaviors to the BM system.
A. Static Behavioral Motivation (SBM)
An SBM implies a mission or a motivation, and values of
SBMs will be used to determine what a motivation would be
activated for given external stimuli and internal needs. For this,
value of each SBM is computed by combining the value of IV
with that of PF, and then by inhibiting other values of SBMs.
In addition, an SBM receives a feedback effect from the DBM
group under this SBM. The value of an SBM is calculated by
using the equation given by
VSBMi(t+1)

=

X
VP Fkt −
VIVjt +
X
(VSBMlt Iil ) + ef f ectiDBM , (1)

X

allSBM

i : index of where the i th SBM
j : index of related IS
k : index of related PF
Iil : inhibitory Gain that SBMi applies against SBMl
l : index of same level SBM (inhibition).
ef f ectiDBM = wi VDBM m
m: index of maximum valued DBM under i th SBM
wi : weight of feedback value from DBM
under the i th SBM
The term ef f ectiDBM means the strength indicating how
the goal can be easily achieved for a given current state of the
environment. Thus, the value of an SBM may be high not only
when needs of the SBM become more important than those
of other SBMs, but also when its goal is believed to be easily
achieved for the given current state of the environment. Each
SBM has a group of DBMs implying sequential behaviors to
satisfy the SBM(or motivation). SBMs are organized into a
pre-designed flat-network as in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 4.
Fig. 2.

An examplar configuration of SBM and DBM

Fig. 3.

C. Input variables for SBM and DBM

A primitive node of a DBM

B. Dynamic Behavioral Motivation (DBM)
To accomplish a goal(or mission), an animat must generate
a series of behaviors and select the most appreciate one. For
this, DBMs are organized into flexible hierarchical network
that can be changed by learning process. A DBM has its own
activation-value that depends on the values from PF, parent
node, and releasers. A DBM outputs its value to child node,
while relevant stimulus is incoming. The schematic of a DBM
is illustrated in Fig. 3. The activation-value is accumulated
through the path, while relevant stimulus presents. Releasers
play a role of blocking the flow of activation-value. The value
of a DBM is given as

VDBM i = (VDBM i −1 + VP F i )ST EP

Ã

m
X

VReleaserk

k=1

!

,

(2)
i : index of this node
j: index of related PF
k: index of related
releaser
½
1, for x > 0
ST EP (x) =
0, for x = 0.
The appropriate DBM will be selected by choosing
maximum-valued DBM in a DBM group. Following is the
equation to select a DBM;

selectedDBM =

arg max
i∈allDBMunderSBM

(DBMi ).

An example of sensory bottleneck

(3)

The path from the top level DBM to the bottom level
DBM consists of sequential behaviors. By performing these
sequential behaviors, the motivation (or SBM) can be satisfied.

Perception Filter(PF): A Perception Filter (PF) identifies
significant stimuli or events from input sensors, and output
a value, which represents its strength and relevance. In other
words, each PF outputs a continuous value which typically
depends on existence of specific stimuli, and some quantitative
measure such as distance. SBM and DBM can be made more
or less sensitive to the presence of the relevant stimulus.
Releaser: In our proposed ASM, the DBM will convey its
value to the child node, while relevant stimulus is incoming
thru corresponding PF. But, the flow of activation-value will
be blocked, if relevant stimulus disappears. That is, relevant
stimulus plays a role of releasing activation-value. This PF,
which releases and/or blocks the value-flow, is called as
‘releaser’. By releasers, our proposed ASM can deal with
sequential behaviors. Fig. 4 shows sensory bottleneck [5]. In
order to activate the node 5 stimulus E is required. But the
node 1 and the node 3 does not pass stimulus E. Therefore,
the node 5 may not be activated. To avoid such a blocking
of stimuli, every nodes must pass the stimulus to their lower
nodes, which is valid in Our ASM by use of releasers.
Internal State: An Internal State (IS) is used for modeling
drives such as hunger or thirst. The FAP, which reduces a
certain IS or satisfies drives, is called as consummatory action
and other FAPs are called as appetitive actions. The value of
IS is changed after an FAP is executed. The relation of FAP
and IS is defined by the gain. Based on Hull’s theory [16], the
reduction of drive can lead to a learning process. Therefore,
the reduction in the value of IS by executing a consummatory
action is used as a reinforcement signal for the learning. The
value update equation of IS is given by
ISi = ISi + gainij ,

(4)

i: index of IS
j: index of selected FAP .
D. Action Selection Process
Our ASM selects the most appropriate behavior(or FAP)
based on its internal need and external environment on every
cycle. To do this, the BM system selects relevant SBM and
DBM. The SBM means what a mission must be achieved, and
the DBM means what an action must be selected to satisfy a
given motivation. The value of a SBM(or mission) depends not
only on its internal needs, but also on how easily the goal will
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be achieved. Thus, the value of a SBM reflects their internal
need and feedback effect from its DBM. The selecting process
for SBM and DBM is summarized as follows;
• A maximum-valued DBM is selected in each DBM
group.
• Value of each SBM is computed by using (1), and then
is compared with those of other SBMs to select the
maximum-valued SBM.
After a maximum-valued SBM is chosen, one of the following two processes will be activated to select an action; ‘exploit’
and ‘explore’. An exploit-process is performed when a BM
system has enough knowledge to satisfy its motivation. The
exploit-process is performed by executing the most appropriate
FAP(or behavior) for a given situation.
Otherwise, an explore-process is performed (i) when a BM
system has no knowledge to satisfy its motivation, or (ii) when
a BM system has a little knowledge to satisfy its motivation.
Especially, situations with no prior knowledge are divided as
follows;
• When the selected SBM has an empty DBM group
• When the selected SBM does not include a DBM that
could be matched with the current situation
• When a DBM is selected several times without reaching
a goal
Like an exploit-process, an explore-process should decide
an action. Specifically, a PF is randomly selected among
PFs that have non-zero values. An FAP is also randomly
selected among all FAPs. Then, the selected FAP is executed
and the selected PF and FAP will be stored in STM. After
several cycles, if an animat satisfies the given motivation, past
relations between PF and FAP that have been stored in STM
will be transferred to LTM as will be described in section
III-A.
Now, when a little prior knowledge is available for an SBM,
such a knowledge, which will be a group of relations of PFs
having non-zero values and all FAPs, will be involved to select
an action. That is, one relation of PF and FAP among a group
of known relations will be selected and the corresponding FAP
will be chosen based on the probability given as the reliability
value of LTM. Fig. 5 illustrates overall process of our action
selection. Here, it is remarked that to learn different strategies
for different motivations, each SBM has its own LTM and
STM.
III. I NTEGRATION OF L EARNING INTO ASM

Fig. 5.

The process of Action Selection

Fig. 6.

STM and LTM

on the shortest path are the highly credited by increasing their
reliability values, and S-R behaviors which are not on the
shortest path are punished by reducing their reliability values.
Since an S-R behavior will be selected based on behaviors
and their reliability value of LTM, it is expected to reduce
the probability of choosing unnecessary behaviors, and thus
to increase the learning speed.
Internal memory consists of short-term memory (STM) and
long-term memory (LTM). In the STM, stimulus-response (SR) pairs are recorded along the time. Fig. 6 shows a process
in which data in STM are moved to LTM. Once all data in
STM is moved to LTM, then STM is cleared to store data
of new exploration. All S-R pairs in STM are assumed to be
appetitive behaviors to get rewards. With references to the time
at which a reward is received, S-R behaviors near the reference
time should be more credited than S-R behaviors far from the
reference time. This can be reflected as a reliability value, Vij ,
given by

A. Learning Process [17] [18]
In this paper, a RL algorithm involving shortest-path-finding
algorithm is employed, where internal reasoning process is
incorporated to reduce probability of selecting wrong behaviors. Specifically, first, RL is applied until a successful
episode is completed. Then, all S-R behaviors of the episode,
which have been recorded in a short-term memory (STM), are
transferred to long-term memory (LTM), in which a shortest
path-finding algorithm is applied to find out the shortest path
from initial S-R behavior to the goal stimulus. S-R behaviors

η(1 − V (si , ai , si+1 ))
,
iλ
(5)
where si is the index of the ith stimulus, a is the index of
response behavior, η is a learning rate, λ is decay rate, and iλ
is weightings of distance from reference time. It is remarked
that (5) is similar to equation for Monte-Carlo method. Fig.
7 shows pseudo-code of STM and LTM operations for exploration of reinforcement learning.
V (si , ai , si+1 ) ← V (si , ai , si+1 ) +
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Fig. 7.

Pseudo code of suggested learning algorithm

B. Integration of Learning
After the animat performs some sequential behaviors and
receives a reward, stimulus-action pairs that consist of sequential behaviors will be stored in the LTM. Thus, the LTM may
include several paths to accomplish task. LTM entries with
values, which exceeding a certain threshold will be added to
BM system. Fig. 8 shows an example of interaction between
the Learning system and the BM system. Note that Fig. 8(a)
shows the LTM state after some trials were performed, and the
value of ‘SG –BG –goal’ exceeds a threshold. Because the LTM
entry ‘SG –BG –goal’ has not been included in corresponding
hierarchical structure, this entry will be added to the branch
of the SBM.
After more trials are performed, the LTM may be changed
as in Fig. 8(b). In Fig. 8(b), there are two LTM entries with
values to exceed the threshold. Because the entry (‘SG –BG –
goal’) has been already included in the hierarchical structure,
another entry (‘S3 –B3 –SG ’) will be added. To reach the goal,
the action B3 in ‘S3 –B3 –SG ’ must precedes the action in
‘SG –BG –goal’. Thus, the position of that entry will be the
parent node ‘SG –BG –goal’. After many trials, a new appetitive
behavior to reach goal can be added in the structure as shown
in Fig. 8(c).
IV. E XPERIMENTS

Fig. 8.

An example of interaction between LTM and hierarchical structure

Fig. 9.

AmigoBot System

the robot completes the PBIG task successfully, the robot
receives a reward. And then, those learned sequential behaviors
responding to the input stimuli are shown to be automatically
on-line recorded as sequential DBMs in our proposed ASM.
C. Fixed-Action-Patterns and State-Organization

A. AmigoBot System
AmigoBot of ActivMedia Robotics Company [23] is employed for our experiments as shown in Fig. 9. The robot has
8 sonar sensors and one CCD camera. Pentium PC(450MHz)
is used to control the robot, where 900MHz RF modem is
utilized to communicate with robot, and 2.2GHz A/V receiver
is used to get the video data of CCD camera.

FAP and state organization are summarized as in Table I and
Table II, respectively. It is known from Table I that 22 FixedAction-Patterns(or termed as behaviors) are employed. Among
them, there are 6 moving behaviors with different durations,
and 12 turning behaviors, and 4 PBIG task-related behaviors.
Especially, SearchTarget1 is the behavior to change heading

B. Experimental Objectives
To show the validity of our proposed ASM integrating a
reinforcement learning, experimental set-up for a pushing-boxinto-a-goal(PBIG) task of a mobile robot(AmigoBot of Active
Media Robotics company [23]) is organized as shown in Fig.
10.
In this experiment, a mobile robot is shown to learn sequential behaviors to push a box into a goal located outside
the fence by our reinforcement learning approach. Whenever
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Fig. 10.

Experimental Set-up for a PBIG task of a mobile robot

TABLE I
F IXED ACTION PATTERNS (B EHAVIORS ) USED IN EXPERIMENTS

Fig. 11. Two different 16×12(192) perceptual input images for the almost
same environment

TABLE II
S TATE O RGANIZATION FOR EXPERIMENTS

angle by 30 degree in counter-clockwise direction without
running. And, SearchTarget2 is the behavior to change heading
angle by 30◦ in the counter-clockwise direction without running. Table II explains how we organize the environmental
state. To be specific, there are 4 box locations including
unknown location with respect to the mobile robot, 4 box
shapes including unknown shape from the camera view of
the mobile robot, 4 types of distance to the box from the
mobile robot, and 24 directions to the target2 position from
the location of pathway to the goal outside the fence
D. State Recognition by a color CCD camera and a multilayer
neural network
In this experiment, a color CCD camera image of 320×240
pixels with 24bits color data is employed to discriminate

the environmental state observed by the mobile robot. It is
here remarked that we first did not use high-level computer
vision technique to avoid high computational burden. Instead,
we employ a low level vision data processing as follows:
for effective clustering of similar states and for real-time
computation, image data of 320×240 is smoothed by using
192 windows where the size of each window is given as 20×20
pixels. And, 192 representative color values from 192 windows
are extracted by low level image processing techniques such
as thresholding, segmentation, and a representative color value
extraction. They are utilized as an input perceptual vector,
where the representative color value will be one of orange(1),
red(2), blue(3), and background(-1). It is here remarked that
we could have quite different input perceptual vectors for
the almost same environmental state due to time-varying
lighting condition, noise, and slight change of relative distance
and orientation as shown in Fig. 11. This might cause us
to get the perceptual aliasing problem. It is pointed out in
[19] that the perceptual aliasing problem could make the
mobile robot haunted since boxes often looked like walls,
or relative location and orientations of the box could not
be well-differentiated in a low-level CCD camera image. To
cope with such a perceptual aliasing problem, a multilayer
perceptron neural network is employed, where numbers of
input nodes, hidden nodes, and output nodes are chosen as
192, 20, and 10, respectively, as shown in Fig. 12. Input
perceptual vector of 192 dimension is used as input for the
neural network. And followings are employed as output nodes;
3 relative-box locations with respect to the mobile robot, 3 box
shapes observed by the mobile robot, 3 distance types to the
box, and yes or no for finding the pathway to outside. Thus,
number of clusters for the neural network to classify will be
54(3×3×3×2) 923 images takes at 54 states were used to train
the network. Fig. 13 shows a successful result of recognizing
an environmental state by the neural network after training.
E. Experimental Results
A reward signal is given only when the mobile robot
completely get a success to push the box to the goal location
outside the fence through the pathway without collision with
the fence. First, to see that our robot learn how to do the
mission by using a simple monolithic(single) DBM tree, 200
trials were performed, but unfortunately this approach failed
to get even a single success. Here, each trial was organized
to last all steps which was generated from the beginning to
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Fig. 12.

Proposed multilayer neural network

Fig. 13.
Successful recognition of a environmental state(Box Left,
Box shape“/”, Box Near, and Exit Not found) by the proposed multilayer
neural network

the instant of collision with the fence. In an averaged sense,
the robot takes 100 steps in a learning trial. At the beginning
of each trial, the world is restored to its initial state as shown
in Fig. 10. This includes resetting the boxes and the robot
to their initial locations. It is here noted that a box-push-intothe-goal task actually involves several distinct subtasks(or submissions). And, many of learning problems are expected to be
solved, if a robot is made to learn each subtask(or submission)
separately. Similar approaches were taken in behavior-robotics
[20] [21] [22]. But in their methods, fixed-priority mechanisms
such as subsumption were employed, and thus, priority should
be given before learning. And Q-maps were learned in their
approaches instead of directly learning a sequence of associations between states and behaviors. Therefore, our push-boxto-goal task is made to involve following three subtask; (A)
the robot needs to find the potential box(searchTarget1) and
approach to the box(approach) Also, the robot needs to find
the pathway to the goal(searchTarget2). These first 3 BM’s are
included in the BM tree as innate knowledge of the robot. (B)
The robot needs to be able to push a box through the pathway.
This might be not easy because a box tends to slide and rotate
unpredictably. (C) The robot needs to be able to approach to
the easy-to-push location at which the robot may successfully
push the box through the pathway as of subtask(B). Now, we
will first take a look at how will the robot learns how to do
the PBIG task(mission) with innate BM’s for the subtask(A).
Among 200 trials, only one trial is found to be a success,
even though the robot effectively found the box and approach

the box. This shows that subtask(B) and subtask(C) are hard
to learn in a monolithic way due to an explosive number of
explorations.
Fig. 14 shows experimental organization to learn how to do
the subtask(B). It is noted that to push the box outside the
fence through the pathway, at least 3 times of push-behavior
should be generated. After 70 trials, we get a success, and
then get another success after 10 trials. After all, an effective
BM is learned as shown in Fig. 15. As depicted in Fig. 15, in
the sequel, PF and corresponding behavior of DBM are only
displayed for the sake of brevity.
Fig. 16 shows experimental organization to learn how to
do the subtask(C). In this case, a reward is given if the robot
moves from location 1) to location 2) without collision with
the box in such a way that box shape is seen as“–”. And,
experimental world is restored to its initial state, whenever
the robot pushes the box. Because location 1) is very near the
box, the robot often pushes the box or collides with the box,
while exploring correct behaviors. And, first success comes
out after about 120 trials. Another success comes out after
about a few trials. Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 shows BM tree after
learning subtask(C). 3 parallel BM trees has been tested to
know how well our global PBIG mission as shown in Fig. 10
can be completed with such learned BM trees. From Table III,
we can observe that more than 80% of trials were successful.
It is here remarked that the performance can be made better,
since our dynamic BM approach can replace better rules with
old ones after re-learning.

Fig. 14.

Subtask(B): Push-Box-Thru-The-Pathway

Fig. 15.

A DBM learned for push-box

V. C ONCLUSION
Selecting and learning appropriate actions to survive in its
environment are the most important abilities in a robot. For
this, we proposed a hierarchical organization of competence
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Fig. 16.

Subtask(C): Approach to Easy-To-Push location

Fig. 18.
task

Monitor display of STM, LTM, and BM tree after learning PBIG

TABLE III
P ERFORMANCE OF PUSHING - BOX - INTO - A - GOAL TASK AFTER LEARNING

Fig. 17.

BM tree for pushing-box-into-a-Goal task after learning

modules called as SBM and DBM. The SBM was used to
select the most appropriate motivation in a given situation.
And, the DBM was used to select a behavior that could
satisfy its motivation. By use of releasers to pass or block the
activation-value of DBM, a DBM tree can generate sequential
behaviors. Thus, our proposed ASM can not only select the
most appropriate behavior in a given situation, but also deal
with sequential behaviors. Furthermore, our proposed flexible
tree network enables the robot to add newly learned behaviors,
or to delete unuseful old behaviors for better performance.
Experiments for a pushing-box-into-a-goal task of mobile
robot was performed, where necessary BM trees were satisfactorily learned in the sense that performance of such BM
trees was measured as 80% success among 100 PBIG task
trials.
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